
 

MARKETING CONCEPT BY HOLY QURAN 

My name is Muhammad Fayyaz. I belong to Pakistan. I am living in Saudi Arabia since 06 
months and searching for job. I have passed my MBA in Marketing from IBS University of 
Sindh Jamshoro Pakistan. Although most of my carrier passed in the field of Telecom but  
marketing is my always remain favorite subject and wish to work in the field of marketing. I 
would like to draw your kind attention towards the Marketing concept as define in our holy book 
“Al-Quran” brought by our holy prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) before more than 
fourteen centuries earlier same as define marketing concept by you in your book “Principles of 
Marketing. Our holy book Quran also define the geographic and demographic factors of 
marketing, management, marketing segmentation based upon religions, ethics, complexion,  
attitude, social values and behaviors. Holy Quran also define the history of past nations, their 
living style, culture and end of their civilization. Quran also discussed on creation of this natural 
world, formation and movement of Galaxies, how it rains, define stages of formation of baby in 
mother womb. 
 
Now, I come to marketing concept as define in your book “Principle of Marketing” and 
conceived in our Holy Quran. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In the name of Allah most Gracious and merciful 

...وَا9َرْضَ 6َ7َد4َْ*هَ* وَأ0َ1َْْ,َ.* ِ-,َ+* رَوَاِ&َ$  

19. And the earth We have spread out 19. And the earth We have spread out 19. And the earth We have spread out 19. And the earth We have spread out (like a carpet)(like a carpet)(like a carpet)(like a carpet); set thereon mountains firm ; set thereon mountains firm ; set thereon mountains firm ; set thereon mountains firm 
and immovable; and immovable; and immovable; and immovable;  

I١٩L وَأF7ِ *+َ,-ِ *.َGْHَ4َ آBَ CDُْ$ءٍ 7@ْ?زُونٍ...  

andandandand    produced therein all kinds of things in due balance.produced therein all kinds of things in due balance.produced therein all kinds of things in due balance.produced therein all kinds of things in due balance. 

MَNِ*Oَ7َ *+َ,-ِ PْQُ1َ *.َRْOَSََو ...  

20. And We have provided therein means of subsistence 20. And We have provided therein means of subsistence 20. And We have provided therein means of subsistence 20. And We have provided therein means of subsistence --------    for you for you for you for you  

...Fَ,TِِازUَVِ Wُ1َ PْGُXْ@1 F7ََو I٢٠L  

and for those for whose sustenance ye are not responsiand for those for whose sustenance ye are not responsiand for those for whose sustenance ye are not responsiand for those for whose sustenance ye are not responsible.ble.ble.ble. 

Wُ.ُ[ِا\َ]َ *4َ6َ.ِ̂ ... وَإِن Bَ FC7ْ$ءٍ إِ_@   

21. And there is not a thing but its 21. And there is not a thing but its 21. And there is not a thing but its 21. And there is not a thing but its (sources and) (sources and) (sources and) (sources and) treasures treasures treasures treasures (inexhaustible)(inexhaustible)(inexhaustible)(inexhaustible)    are with are with are with are with 
Us; Us; Us; Us;  

I٢١L وWُ1ُC\.َ4ُ *7ََ إِ_@ 6َ0َVِرٍ RُOْ@7?مٍ...  

but We only send down thereof in due and ascertainable mebut We only send down thereof in due and ascertainable mebut We only send down thereof in due and ascertainable mebut We only send down thereof in due and ascertainable measures.asures.asures.asures. 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

MARKETING CONCEPT BY PHILIP KOTLER 
 
Marketing is a social process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and want 
through creating and exchanging products and values with others. (Philip Kotler) 
 
Marketing is the analysis, planning, implementation, and control of carefully formulated 
programs designed to bring about voluntary exchanges of values with target markets for the 
purpose of achieving organizational objectives. It relies heavily on designing the organization’s 
offering in terms of the target markets’ needs and desires, and on using effective pricing, 
communication, and distribution to inform, motivate, and service the markets. (Philip Kotler) 
 
 
 

Holy Quran Marketing Concept 
 

These Verses are derived from Surah Al-Hijr 
 
 
19. And the earth We have spread out (like a carpet); set thereon mountains firm and immovable; 
and produced therein all kinds of things in due balance.   

20. And We have provided therein means of subsistence,- for you and for those for whose 
sustenance you are not responsible.  

21. And there is not a thing but its (sources and) treasures (inexhaustible) are with Us; but We 
only send down thereof in due and ascertainable measures.  

 

EXPLANATION OF VERSES: 

(“We have spread out (like a carpet); set thereon mountains firm and immovable”); 

Quran define that our God says that we spread out the earth plain like carpet for your living, 
cultivation and set the mountains to make balance of earth wherever we find/understand. All the 
planets of Sun family have a balance of gravity for rotating in their circle. 

(“and produced therein all kinds of things in due balance”) 

i) Analyses: 

Quran define that God says that we produce all kind of things therein in due balance, we have 
analyzed  the earth geographically and seasonally means some areas are very cold due to 
temperature and some areas are very hot, things grow due to their supported environment like 
some products need cold weather to grow in like winter fruits and vegetables, some products  

 



 

grow in hot weather like dates, and some are grow in moderate temperature. Some things grow 
their geographic condition of the earth like metals, oil and watery so the individuals and groups 
exchange each other the products due to non availability in their areas geographically in order to 
satisfy their needs and wants. All the things found in due balance means we also make sure the 
control over product as we want. Nobody can grow access product as he want, we have power to 
destroy by it storms, heavy or shortage of rains and earthquake variants. 

ii) Planning: 

In Quran God says we have already planned the earth for producing and  dividing the products 
before the creation of mankind geographically and demographically and also we make plans 
periodically. How much it rains this year, how much fruits and vegetables grow this year, growth 
and death rate of mankind this year. Plans for geographical and environmental, political changes 
during the year. 

iii) Implementation: 

All the plans are implemented successfully, no one has power to change it except Allah who is 
the GOD and no god there except Him. 

 

iv) Control Carefully: 

As GOD said in holy Quran (“And there is not a thing but its (sources and) treasures 
(inexhaustible) are with Us; but We only send down thereof in due and ascertainable 
measures.”))  

All the plans are controlled carefully since its creation like sun & moon  rise and  set. Earth 
rotation around the Sun. Galaxies are rotating in their defined circles in space. Seasons are 
changed on times. Rains fall. He disclosed/deliver its treasures of the earth on nations in specific 
time and certain limits. No one has power to overcome on all God’s treasures. Treasures are 
disclosed by the passage of time and centuries for nations. Invention are made in different 
centuries. All the plans are controlled carefully to deliver treasures to the certain nations in their 
era till the end of whole its creature on His fix decided time.  

The World as an organization all activities are made by GOD for the purpose to exchange the 
things among the peoples as trade in order to satisfy their need mutually since its existence.  

Fore  more detailed information please contact me on E-mail: faz_mba@hotmail.com and place 
your remarks on this concept. 
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